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ANTI-CORRUPTION & CUSTOMS COMPLIANCE
FOR CLEANER TRADE

1.30 – 2.00 – Opening Remarks – A collective approach by business to
address corruption at borders by comprehensive international trade
compliance
Alexandre Lira

Founder and Head of Sao Paulo Chapter – Transborder
Integrity Initiative

http://bordercorruption.apps.cironline.org/person/crime/bribery/
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http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/the-corruption-of-britain-uk-s-key-institutions-infiltrated-bycriminals-9052617.html

http://www.rappler.com/nation/143846-bureau-customs-case-corrupt-employee

http://internacional.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,juiz-decreta-prisao-preve ntiva-do-ex-presidente-da-guatemala,1758622
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http://politica.estadao.com.br/blogs/fausto-macedo/procuradoriaacusa-de-corrupcao-auditor-da-receita-no-porto-de-santos/

http://politica.estadao.com.br/blogs/fausto-macedo/justica-condena36-por-fraude-em-importacoes-em-cumbica/

http://www.lanacion.com.ar/1905618-la-aduana-de-ezeiza-una-tarifa-asociada-a-cada-movimiento
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http://money.cnn.com/2013/04/22/news/companies/ralph-lauren-bribery/

Literature Review of Corruption in
Tax and CustomsAuthorities

Customs agencies are particularly
vulnerable to
corruption.
In
particular,
the
discretionary power of officials and their
monopoly over the flow of persons and
goods,
combined
with
weak
accountability and difficult supervision
make customs particularly vulnerable to
corruption (Wickberg 2013).

Literature Review of Corruption in
Tax and CustomsAuthorities

Bribes are extorted from importers
and exporters in a variety of ways,
mainly
taking
advantage
of
bureaucratic red tape and customs
officials’ ability to detain shipments
of goods from entering or leaving a
country.
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85%
15%

72%
28%
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Risk management
is tailored
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A Resource Guide to The U.S.
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act
(…) the design of a company’s internal controls must take into
account the operational realities and risks attendant to the
company’s business, such as: the nature of its products or
services; how the products or services get to market; the nature
of its work force; the degree of regulation; the extent of its
government interaction; and the degree to which it has
operations in countries with a high risk of corruption. A
company’s compliance program should be tailored to these
differences (…)

Is it really that risky,
Meg? Nothing ever
happened to our
trade operations...

Shhh, Marv. He
didn’t make the
point yet.

Chapter Two
The Time Bomb
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Complex Regulations

International Customs Law
Customs Valuation
Harmonized System
Rules of Origin
IP rights
Technical Regulations
WCO SAFE Framework of Standards
WTO Trade Facilitation Agreement

Complex Regulations

Government Interaction

Complex Regulations
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Government Interaction

Government Interaction

Risky Countries
Complex Regulations

Risky Countries
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The Global
Competitiveness
Report 2016-2017
Ethics and corruption

135/138
Source: World Economic Forum, [i]The Global Competitiveness Report 2016–2017[i]

Third Parties

Government Interaction

Risky Countries
Complex Regulations

 Carrier
 Freight Forwarder
Third Parties

 Customs Broker
 Warehouses
 Local Carriers
 Attorneys
+ Government Officials
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Origins of Customs corruption

Extortion

Fraud

Theorem to be proved:

Pythagorean Theorem - wiki

“Honest mistakes may
result on customs
bribery”

Customs Classification
Harmonized
System

Chapter
Position
Sub-position
Item
Sub-item

8703.33.90
NCM – Mercosur
Common Nomenclature
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Strong Enforcement – High Penalties
On the NCM, NVE:
1% of the customs value (CIF) of goods
On the taxation - through wrong NCM
75% of the difference in taxes
Monetary correction by SELIC rate
No Import License:
30% of the customs value (CIF) of
goods
Fines applicable in Brazil

Strong Enforcement – High Penalties
On the NCM, NVE:
1% of the customs value (CIF) of goods
On the taxation - through wrong NCM
75% of the difference in taxes
Monetary correction by SELIC rate
No Import License:
30% of the customs value (CIF) of
goods

Or worse than it…
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A Resource Guide to The U.S.
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act

(…) Businesses whose operations expose them to a high risk of corruption
will necessarily devise and employ different
different internal controls than
businesses that have a lesser exposure to corruption, just as a financial
services company would be expected to devise and employ different internal
controls than a manufacturer. (…) Effective compliance programs are
tailored to the company’s specific business and to the risks associated with
that business. They are dynamic and evolve as the business and the
markets change .

Questão 11: Por favor, agregue comentários adicionais que entenda
pertinentes.
- Entendo que esse é um assunto que precisa ser mais divulgado
internamente em muitas empresas.
- Pouco é falado sobre as políticas anticorrupção de prestadores de
serviços.
- Sobre as questões 8, 9, 10 todos os envolvidos possuem
compromissos por escrito sob ética e conduta. Todos os anos este
compromisso é renovado com os funcionários e, com os
fornecedores, quando o contrato precisa ser renovado e/ou
8 - A sua
empresa possui e impõe ativamente uma política anticorrupção?
assinado.
9 - Os seus prestadores de serviço, como despachantes aduaneiro e
transportadoras, impõem ativamente uma política anticorrupção?
10 - Você acha que os membros da sua equipe local e prestadores de
serviços têm uma forte cultura anticorrupção?

Customs
Compliance

Anti-Corruption
Compliance
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Hallmarks of Effective
Compliance Programs
1. Commitment from Senior Management and a Clearly
Articulated Policy Against Corruption
2. Code of Conduct and Compliance Policies and Procedures
3. Oversight, Autonomy, and Resources
4. Risk Assessment
5. Training and Continuing Advice
6. Incentives and Disciplinary Measures
7. Third-Party Due Diligence and Payments

Comprehensive Trade Compliance Program

Capacity
Building

Internal
Controls

AEO
Certification

Third-Party
due diligence

Policies

Investigations

Individuals

Associations

Collective
Action

Customs
Administration
s

Corporations

International
Organizations
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2.00 – 3.30 – Panel – Efforts by leading companies to address corruption
and promote integrity in their global supply chains and trade operations
 Challenges in implementation of ethics and compliance culture and
programs
Walter Regina

Professor of Ethics & Compliance – ISE Business School

ANTI-CORRUPTION AND CUSTOMS COMPLIANCE FOR CLEANER TRADE
October 27th, 2016 – ABINEE – SP (Brazil)

Challenges in the
implementation of ethics and
compliance culture and
programs

Walter Regina
Senior Executive and Professor

www.ise.org.br

OPENING QUESTION :

Do you think it is possible to do business in Brazil,
with Ethics, Integrity, Compliance and Transparency,
in a increasingly competitive and uncertain market,
and yet make money and succeed?

Why ?
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BRIEF OVERVIEW OF BRAZIL’S CURRENT COMPANIES:

•
•
•
•

Brazil has currently 12.904.523 operating companies (including HQs and branches):
90% are private entities;
9% are non-profit organizations;
1% are public entities
In total: 94 million direct employees

•
•
•
•
•
•

By sector:
43,91% in Services
42.07% in Commerce/Trade;
7,16% in Industrial;
4,72 in Agribusiness;
1,38% in Financial;
0,75% in Public Service

- By size:
• 85% are micro or small;
• 15% are medium or large

Source: IBPT, IBGE, Dieese, Sebrae

BRIEF OVERVIEW OF BRAZIL’S CURRENT COMPANIES (cont.)

- Survival index:
• 15,41% ended their activities within their 1st year;
• 41,86% ended their activities between 1 to 5 year;
• More than 75% ended their activities until 14 years.

- Brazilian companies have an average of 8.7 years, from which:
• 13,78% in their 1st year;
• 11.71% from 1 to 2 years;
• 8.81% from 2 to 3 yeards;
• Less than 1% has more than 70 years.

- 149 is the number of companies in Brazil with more than 100 years.
Source: IBPT, IBGE, Dieese, Sebrae

SUCCESS FACTORS IN MANAGING ETHICS IN BUSINESS CORPORATIONS

Managing
compliance risks:

Ethics Committee

Internal and external
(independent) evaluations:

Compliance Evaluations
Stantards and
procedures:

Code of Ethics

Leadership and
Education:

Ethical Conscience!
Previous evaluation of
compliance risks:

Compliance
Risk Assessment
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CODE OF ETHICS

A Code of Ethics has to deal with the relationship between the
company’s employees, stakeholders and procedures.
Stakeholders

Employees
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conflict of interest
Illegal conduct
Offering favors or
values (bribe)
Entertainment and
travelling
Moral and sexual
harassment
Drugs and alcoohol
usage

•

Transparency in
communicating with:
o Public entities
o Customers

Procedures

•

Hotline

•

Internet

•

Periodical certifications

o Suppliers

From the 500 largest companies operating in Brazil, only 189 (37,8%)
have a Code of Ethics and make it available on their website.
From a local research made in 2009

ETHICS COMMITTEE

Managing Compliance Risks:

Ethics Committee
Goal:
1. promotes legitimacy,
2. respect,
3. compliance, and
4. supplementthe Code of
Ethics.

Scope:
1. all actions related to the
company’s employees and
stakeholders.

Attribution:
1. proposes policies ,
2. affirms, disseminates,
promotes and zeals for its
compliance.
3. proposes actions to develop,
strenghen and increase the
Ethical Conscience

CRITICAL ADDITIONAL KNOWLEDGE SHARING

Criminal
Code

Consumer
Code

Labor Union
Collective
Conventions

Civil Code

Codes of
Ethics from
each
profession

Human Rights

Constitution

Labor
Laws

Citizenship
and
Education

Company’s
Code of
Ethics
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It ADDS VALUE and
helps her/him
to be listened!

COMPLIANCE PERCEPTION




High motivation
Innovation
Increases the employees’
vision of future and
commitment to overcome
obstacles and achieve goals.
Earning $$ !!!

It treats him/her like a criminal...

Ethical Conscience
What is the
perception the
employees have
about the company’s
Code of Ethics?



Low motivation and innovation. Low
productivity. Loosing $$



High number of law suits on moral
harrassment. Focus’ dispersion. Loosing $$

It “smashes” her/him...



High turn over. Re-works in training
and making the new employees get
ready for the job. Loosing $$



Keeping the low performers.
Estagnation. Loosing $$

It prohibits everything...

ATTITUDE

Exposed to the same reality and environment,
some people will have a bad experience,
while others will have a good experience.

The difference is NOT the environment...

- It is all about the ATTITUDE!

PARADIGM SHIFT
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WHICH WILL BE YOUR ATTITUDE ON ETHICS IN YOUR ENVIRONMENT ??

Lead the way of the

Follow and comply with
the procedural roles and
bureaucracy

Work on the basic and
keep fire-fighting...

ETHICAL CONSCIENCE
To add value to
business/customers

Act as a true Ethical
Leader and generate
long-lasting fruits to
your business and
society as a whole !

Walter Regina
Leadership, Ethics and Governance
ISE Business School - www.ise.org.br

br.linkedin.com/in/walterregina

2.00 – 3.30 – Panel – Efforts by leading companies to address corruption
and promote integrity in their global supply chains and trade operations
 Role of a comprehensive customs compliance program in addressing
corruption at borders
Ana Luísa Poiani

Customs Compliance Manager – General Electric
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Transborder Integrity Initiative
Customs Compliance Program
Ana Luisa Poiani – Trade Compliance Manager
November, 2016
Confidential. Not to be copied, distributed, or reproduced without prior approval.

Comprehensive Customs
Compliance Program

Reasonable Care requires:
To use complete and accurate information in the entry and duty assessment process;
To ensure the correctness of all legal decisions relating to the entry of goods, tariff classification, valuation and rates of duty, including
the use any reduction preferences or duty reliefs;
A compliance program will include :






Recognition by management of the importance of the law and assignment of ownership;
Adoption of formal and written procedures to eliminate violations (SOP´s);
Establishment of a formal record keeping system;
Training;
System of internal reviews to detect and report infractions.

An importer should be ready to demonstrate to Customs Authorities that it consciously and deliberately confirmed prior to entry that:





Classification under the HTS was correct as matter of law and fact;
Customs Valuation used for entry was correct as a matter of law and fact;
The use of any tariff preferences or duty relies was correct as matter of law and fact;
The entry of goods in Brazi l satisfied all appropriate laws and regulations relating to the product including the country of origin,
marking laws and regulations.

The importer can prove each of these elements through evidence maintened for five years from entry.
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Enterprise Standard Customs

Enterprise Standard
Customs

Scope

The GE Customs Enterprise Standard contains standards for the execution of the essential tasks required to prepare and file accurate
and timely customs declarations ensuring “ regulatory excellence” is dealing with customs Administrations. These tasks include
determining the appropriate valuation, classification and country of origin of imported and exported goods; ensuring proper use and
documentation of any special programs ( preferential customs regimes) that may apply to the goods; and proper selection, vetting,
and oversight of customs agents that make customs declarations on behalf of GE , or who are reimbursed by GE for making
declarations on behalf of GE customers. Additionaly the GE CUSTOMS ES defines the processes, technologies, datas, metrics
and ownership that apply to these tasks.

Purpose
The purpose of the GE Customs Enterprise Standard is:
 to establish a uniform global approach to organize the Company´s customs operations and managing customs regulatory
compliance risk in identified critical risk areas for GE.
 to set forth the general compliance strategy and guidelines that will govern all employees and agents engaged in importing or
exporting for GE worldwide.
 to educate and guide GE Employees, contractors and agents who are involved in Customs clearance activities for GE.

Enterprise Standard Customs
What we do
Know and Comply with
customs regulations

Gather & validate inputs

Key Elements

Select & manage agents

Export
Controls -a)

Manage special programs

Monitoring & Training

Process Outputs

Shipment
cleared

Agent Invoice Submitted
for Payment (AP) – S2P

Valuation

Recordkeeping
Documentation provided
to Treasury, Tax, etc.

Classification
Data
assembled
validated

Origin

Agents

Post-declaration
(Metrics &
Monitoring)

Customs
audits/inquiries

Sp. Programs
Regulatory Payments

Best Practices
Risk Mitigation

Brokerage Fee
reduction

Program Duty
Saving

Input Defect
reduction

Monitoring &
Training

Simplification, centralization & compliance allow an efficient operation

Global Operations Finance | February 2015

63
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*Metrics / KPI´s
* Business Intelligence
* Customs Broker Invoice

Metrics and KPI´s
Financial and operational metrics are essential:

 to measure the efficiency and effectiveness of the Standard and its execution;
 to assess risks and monitor compliance;
 to suport logistics and supply chain decisions;
 to provide data for use in trade negotations and government relations;
 to measure in percentage terms the amount of existing problems between the Request Information Import and Invoice,

A commitment to cost reduction and revenue recovery through compliance results in:
• Fewer border delays, and subsequently lower transport and inventory costs
• Potentially lower duty payments
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KPI´s

Operations Spotfire

Spotfire Link:
ht t ps : / / go. analy t ic s . ge.c om /S pot f ir eWeb/ ViewAnaly s is . as px?f ile=/ GlobalOps / Cus t om s / Cus t o
m s _Oper ational/ Analy t ic s / Cus t om s_Oper at ional&waid=dDqOpxxW AUyLqyj37QvSU- 0620563b3bV15r

Volume normalizing, metrics improving

Operations Spotfire
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Business Intelligence
Tool used to:
 Capture, measure and give visibility in order to ensure that transactions
are in accordance with the procedures, rules and regulations;
 Manage the differences identified between PO and invoice, such as:
Unit of measurement; Part number / serial number; Weight;
Manufacturer; Exporter; PO number; Incoterm;
 Determine improvement actions and mitigate risk, such as: Training for
Purchasing team; Training for International Suppliers; Preparation of
SOPs;

Post Audit

Post Audit
 Final audit step that ensures that all compliance procedures were observed before filing;
 Actions: To analyze the feasibility of self-disclosure along with RFB to any deviations found.
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Customs Broker Invoice Review

Customs Broker improper payment risk
identification
Supplier
Onboarding

Due
Diligence

1

2

Payments to ASPs

Onboarding Due Diligence

Policy

Contract
& SOW

Broker
Instruction

Import
declaration

Duty / Tax
payment

1 Supplier
Onboarding

2 Due Diligence
Contract/SOW

3 Declaration
D/T payment

Invoice
payment

5

• KYS WF a dditions of all new/change of agents
• Cus toms trap question, WF stops until approval
through DD approval & contract executed

• Us age of agent w/o final DD approval
• No contract & deta iled SOW
• Una pproved subagent usage

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Pa yment to accept false information
Fa cilitating payments
Bri bes to customs officials
Unofficial charges to a customs official
Pa yment to avoid inspection

• Va gue invoicing to hide i mproper payments
• Invoicing pass through charges without a valid
receipt

pa yment

Invoice
Review

Risk Mitigation & Control

• Agents not identified as Adminis trative
Servi ce Providers (ASPs)
• POs i ssued without DD & contra ct

4 Invoice review • Invoicing outside of the contract

5 Invoice

Agent Inv
received

4

3

Improper Payment Risk

• Pa yment of invoice w/o approval
• No fl agging that i t is an ASP
• Not flagged for appropriate risk

Ful l ASP due diligence completed/approved
S&L tra ining & signed acknowledgement renewed
Contract includes IPP acknowledgement
No contract & SOW signed before approval

• Si te visit & i nterview
• Spi rit & Letter face to face training & s igned
a cknowledgement by agent l eadership
• S&L a cknowledgement in contract
• GE cri teria for invoice reviews executed
• ASP Guidance payment control adherence
• Es calations to leadership for red flags
• Pa yment controls, flagging for ASP risk level
• Approvals per policy, no approval – no payment
• Pos t payment automated sampling for reviews

Payment controls most important area to mitigate Improper Payments

7
8
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Customs Broker Invoice Requirements
Mandatory requirements
 Only customs related services are allowed on the invoice;
 All customs service fees must match the contracted rates ;
 Duties and taxes must have back up documentation and a stamped entry document from customs
indicating proof of payment;
 Additional charges for 3rd party services must have back up documentation indicating proof of
payment and must be related to the particular import transaction;
 All descriptions of fees must match the contracted rate descriptions and 3rd party service
descriptions;
 No administrative, miscellaneous or other related descriptions are allowed on the invoice;
 Along with the invoice, must be attached hard copies of the entire entry packet.

Customs Broker Invoice Homepage
Access WF here for
manual entries

Measuring & monitoring

Bulk upload tools & access

New s & Updates

Workflow – Manual entry
Customs Agent Details
Confirm the Customs Agent is GE Approved
ONLY GE APPROVED agents for the Site ID selected in “General Information” will appear as an option in the “Customs Agent” drop down

1

Click “Set Values”, Select GE
Approved Customs Agent. Portal ID
field w ill auto populate. Click
Submit.

2

Click “Yes” if Customs Agent is
approved and listed. Only approved
agents appear

3

If Agent is “Not Listed” it is assumed that
it is not a “GE Approved” agent. Confirm
status in the Customs Agent Portal.

4

Provide reason agent w as used.
Select “No” if unapproved; Reject
invoice and ESCALATE
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Workflow – Manual entry – Invoice
Review
Invoice Review Payment Policy Controls
• Charges for Customs Agent Services
• Confirm by reviewing the Agent contract in the Customs Agent Portal
• Click link to the Oanda site to validate the conversion calculations are correct

1

Confirm if the charge on the
invoice matches the pricing on the
contract.

2
Throughout WF, detailed
explanations are mandatory if the
response warrants possible
concern

Workflow – Manual entry
4Invoice Review Payment Policy Controls
• Disbursement charges must be supported by valid documentation
• Red Flags containing suspicious language MUST be escalated to the regional leader

Example: Transportation charges
must be invoiced separate from
Customs

1

If the answ er is “Yes” , the invoice
must be escalated to the regional
leader

2

Provide explanation; upload
document noting the suspicious
charge

3

Invoice Review Email Notification
Send an Email Notification to communicate completed invoice review status to others.
Example: Communicate to Finance to expedite the payment process.

1. Select contact(s):

2. Email notification received:
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Customs Agent Portal
6
2
3
1

4
5

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Business agent usage by country
Contracts, SOWs, pricing
Agent Transition Playbook template
Customs Agent Due Diligence Process & Template
Due Diligence Workflows

8
5

Record Keeping

Record Keeping
The purpose of it is to develop and maintain an effective and efficient process for the
creation , retention, retrieval, and disposition of documents, regarless of format ( e.g
paper, electronic, etc). The process ensures that all documents are retained and
disposed of in accordance with all applicable laws and regulations of each local country
and or region.
Manage documents in a way that protects the legal rights and confidential information
of all transations.
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Customs Record Keeping Process
Customs Agent

Set of original Customs
paperwork are arranged
and sent to GE

Customs centralized management

Customs paperwork
is organized in a
standardized mode

Quality check is done to
make sure that Customs
paperwork are complete

Customs rules require Importer/Export er to keep good
safeguard of customs paperwork
• Although we are in the internet era, physical
documents are assets considering the possible
customs requests on inspections and audits ... For
that reason, it is critical to manage the
recordkeeping process !

Boxes are locked,
labeled and sent to a
Third-Party storage.
We keep systemic
track of the inventory

Original documents must be accessible to support
internal controls
• Digitalized set of documents should be also available in
E-Comex platform, Broker Systems and internal Libraries

SOP´s

SOP
The purpose of Standard Operating Procedure is to document and establish formal procedures to ensure required compliance.
Types of SOP´s below :

 FTA
 Special Programs
 Drawback
 Temporary Import
 Temporary Export
 Ex-Tariff
 Special Deposit
 Recof
 DAC
 Fictitious Export
 Bonded Warehouse

 Country of Origin
 Pre-Entry
 Post-Entry
 Escalation
 Metrics
 Monitoring

 Valuation

 Recordkeeping

 Classification

 Training

SOP Structure
 Purpose
 Scope
 Functions Responsible (RASCI)
 Process and Activity
 Escalation
 Metrics
 Appendix

 Customs Agents

90
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Example of SOP

91

Customs Training Program

Customs Training Program
An essential component of an effective Customs Compliance program is training the people who are directly and indirectly involved the importing /
exporting process. The purposes of training are:
 to educate people to become familiar with the legal requirements of importing/exporting;
 to identify lawful cost savings in the process.
Types of trainings:


Customs Legislation Overview;



Customs Fines and Penalties;



Customs Valuation Rules;



Rules of Origin;



Fiscal Classification Process;



Special Programs;



Courier Process;



Shipping Documents;



Suppliers awareness;



Others

93
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2.00 – 3.30 – Panel – Efforts by leading companies to address corruption
and promote integrity in their global supply chains and trade operations
 Third party due diligence: a critical business process of your ethics and
compliance program
Sebastião Brandão

Compliance Manager – Mercedes-Benz
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Due Diligence – An effective Business
Partner Selection Process

Sebastião D. Brandão

Integrity and Compliance at Daimler
“Compliance and Integrity are essential for lasting success.
We regard them as normal features of our daily business
life.”
Renata Jungo Brüngger,
Member of the Board of Management of Daimler AG, Integrity and Legal Affairs

What does integrity mean to our company?
• Principled and correct behavior enables sustainable success – and does not impede it.
• Just following rules is not sufficient for us. We have established integrity as a key element in our corporate culture.
• For this purpose, we maintain an ongoing dialog with our employees, business partners and stakeholders.

In your opinion, how to select the
right business partner aligned with
your values and not exposing your
business ?

Page 99
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Finally, who are my business partners?
Intermedi
Pre
aries
Delivery
Inspection

Employee
s
Resellers

Technical
Assistance
Customs
Agents

Logistics
Operators
Business Partner Integrity Management is an active
protection of our brand and reputation.

Suppliers

Page 100

Which monitoring model should I use?

Permanent Monitoring
Model
Hybrid Monitoring Model

New BP Monitoring Model

Page 101

Evaluation and possible measures to
remediate potential findings or
Integrity Concerns
Options for clarification
Measures of
direct contact

Measures of
investigation

Formal
clarification
Interaction via
e-mail or phone

Standard evaluation
Additional
research
Evaluation of research on BP

+

Questionnaire*

DJ profile


Eva l uate DJ
profiles



Additional extern
res earch
Eva l uate extern
res earch report

The Compliance Manager can support the remediation activities.

Information regarding potential
Integrity Concerns

Page 102
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What to assess when selecting my
business partner?
Country Risk
Governa
Country
mental
Specific
Interactio
Risk
n/Conflic
t of…
Business
Model

Where BP is
ba sed

Governmental Interaction

Where BP
provi des
s ervices

Type of
Interaction

Thi rd party use

Business Model
Na ture of
Servi ces
Provi ded

Ownership
Structure

Type of
Compensation

Level of
Revenue

Enga gement
of third parties

Page 103

How is your integrity level ?

Page 104

If we can and want, so we do
Sebastião D. Brandão
e-mail: sebastiao.d.brandao@daimler.com
tel: +55 11 9 8528-6069

Muito Obrigado !

“A ética é uma plantinha frágil que deve ser regada diariamente. E a melhor forma de fazer isso é trazer o
tema
para o cotidiano, lembrando que ética não é algo que nos de conforto, mas algo que nos coloca dilemas.”
Mario Sergio Cortella

Page 105
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4.00 – 5.30 – International Panel – The Transborder Integrity Initiative goal
of addressing corruption at borders in high risk countries worldwide
 Start to finish compliance strategy for companies subject to U.S.
jurisdiction
Evelyn Suarez

Founder and Head of Washington, DC Chapter –
Transborder Integrity Initiative

4.00 – 5.30 – International Panel – The Transborder Integrity Initiative goal
of addressing corruption at borders in high risk countries worldwide
 Vast world, same challenges: classification, valuation and rules of origin
controls for Mexican inbound
Alejandro García Seimandi

Founder and Head of Mexico City Chapter – Transborder
Integrity Initiative
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CORRUPTION

¿CULTURAL
ISSUE?

If corruption is
cultural, it may
also be present
in private sector.
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Strong
Anti-corruption
Policies

Bringing in third
parties is essential

38
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Your shipment got stuck at
customs.

Are you sure boss?

Complex
Regulation
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Customs Classification
Bread

1905.90

Lettuce 0705.19
Tomato 0702.00
Ham

1602.41

Cheese 0406.90

Wrong classification may result
in seizure plus fines for 100% of
the customs value of the goods

Customs Valuation
Invoice &
freight
only,
right!?

NO!

$
$
$
$
$
$

Global insurance
Discounts
Brokerage fees
Royalties
Commisions
Etc.

Undervaluation may result in fines
for 150% of omitted import duties
and prosecuted as counterband.
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Great! That
will save us
duties.

Sure it is Mexican.
We bought it
here. We will send
you the CO.
Issuing false certificate of origin may be
considered a criminal offense.

Customs infractions may
go from minor fines to
criminal prosecution.

CAPACITY
BUILDING
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4.00 – 5.30 – International Panel – The Transborder Integrity Initiative goal
of addressing corruption at borders in high risk countries worldwide
 The new "ethic code" of the National Customs Service of Chile
Fernando Vargas Olivares

Founder and Head of Santiago Chapter – Transborder
Integrity Initiative

5.30 – 5.45 – Wrap Up – The next steps of the Transborder Integrity
Initiative
Alexandre Lira

Founder and Head of Brazilian Chapter – Transborder
Integrity Initiative
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The Organization

- Global
• Chapter Members
• Corporate Sponsors
- Chapters
• Individual and Corporate Members
• Corporate Sponsors

Membership in São Paulo Chapter

 Individuals
 No dues in 2016
 Members will have the following benefits:
Collective action

•

Working groups

•

•

•

Capacity building

•

Knowledge resource and best practices
Priority registration and discounts

Membership in São Paulo Chapter

 Corporations
 No dues in 2016
 Corporate Members benefit being part of
the collective action
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Sponsorship

 Corporate
 Global
 By Chapter

Engagement

- International Organizations
- Customs Administrations
- Associations

Next Conferences

- Mexico City – March 2017
- Santiago – May 2017
- Washington, D.C. – November 2017
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ANTI-CORRUPTION & CUSTOMS COMPLIANCE
FOR CLEANER TRADE
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